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Aberfeldy 12 Year Old – (£4.20) (40%)

A clean and polished malt with a touch of honey and spice.

Dalmore 12 Year Old (£4.90) (40%)
It is smooth and full bodied with a hint of sherry in its malted

flavours. (The Doric recommends. This is a great malt that has
a pleasant sweetness which is great for those just
dipping their toe in the water with malt Whisky)

Dalmore 15 Year Old (£6.95) (40%)
Medium, lovely delivery. Zesty orange, Curaçao, chocolate.

Winter spice, stem ginger in syrup. Hints of anise and a little hickory.

Dalmore King Alexander (£18.50) (40%)
To make Dalmore King Alexander III, Master Distiller Richard Paterson

selected a range of differently aged malts matured in a mixture
of French wine casks, Madeira drums, sherry butts, Marsala barrels,
port pipes and bourbon barrels from Kentucky. A remarkable feat of

blending. Measured sugary sweetness to start, with orange and vanilla
backed up by sweet raisins, raspberry and winey touches. This is

a fantastic Whisky for the experienced palate.

Dalwhinnie 12 Year Old – (£4.30) (40%)
Ideal as a pre or post dinner dram, it is light with a heatherhoney finish.

Edradour 10 Year Old (£4.00) (40%)
Delicious aroma of sugared almonds. A dry, light taste with

a mellow finish.

Glenfiddich 15 Year Old Solera reserve (£4.90) (40%)  
Silky Smooth, Revealing layers of sherry

oak, marzipan, cinnamon and ginger.

Glengoyne 12 Year Old (£4.00) (43%) 
Lemon zest, toffee apples and a scent of coconut. Sherry wood brings

intensity and richness, while first fill bourbon casks
add fresh notes of citrus and vanilla. 

Glengoyne 15 Year Old (£5.40) (43%) 
Complex depths and bright tropical notes with a spicy oak finish.

Hints of candied lemon and pineapple reveal
the influence of first-fill bourbon casks.

Glenmorangie Lasanta 12 Year Old (£5.30) (43%)
An olosoro sherry finished whisky, the word Lasanta

derives from the Gaelic for warmth and passion.

Glenmorangie Nectar D’or 12 Year Old
Sauternes Finish (£5.70) (46%)

A brilliantly unique whisky that is a non chill-filltered single malt, it is
initially matured in bourbon casks, then extra matured or finished in

Sauternes and barriques to create luscious lemon and
syrup flavours. Sweet and elegant, a must try.

Glen Garioch Founders Reserve (£4.20) (48%)
Honeyed Sweetness, hints of heather and a touch of spice.

Glen Garioch 12 Year Old (£4.80) (48%)
Heathery Floral notes are balanced with the richness of poached pears

and sweetness of malted barley. Crème Brulee, sweet ripe
banana followed by light oakiness with pear fruitiness.

Oban 14 Year Old (£4.80) (43%) 
An intriguing, complex malt with a full island

character and soft highland finish.

Oban Distillers Edition (£6.20) (43%)
The most explosive Oban ever. Starts with soft malt, then wave

upon wave of delicate yet rich fruit notes pounds
the tastebuds. They are carried in on a

tide of brine, squaring impressively
with the chewy malt.

Royal Brackla (£5.00) (40%) 
A 2015 release as part of the last great malt series, Royal Brackla

12 year old is finished in first fill Oloroso sherry
casks and is light and spicy with notes

of vanilla and black pepper.

Springbank 10 Year Old (£4.35) (46%)
Technically a Cambletown malt, this is a classic whisky that is smoky

and smoothly complex.

The Deveron 12 Year Old (£5.00) (40%) 
Pleasant and undemanding. At full strength the taste is sweet
throughout, with hints of butterscotch, water opens it up a bit

and increases it’s texture.
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Aberlour 10 Year Old (£4.00) (40%)

A smooth, rich, sherried malt which is an ideal after dinner drink.

Aberlour A’ bunadh (£5.75) (60.95%)
Matured in Oloroso butts and bottled at natural cask strength

without chill filtration, the high standard Aberlour
maintain across these batches is admirable.

A highly regarded whisky with a punch.

Aultmore 12 Year Old (£5.20) (46%)
Aultmore is the first release of the Dewars distillery

for a few years and is elegant light and fruity.

Balvenie Doublewood 12 Year Old (£4.25) (40%)
A full-bodied yet smooth whisky with beautifully combined flavours.

Balvenie Caribbean Cask 14 Year Old  (£5.90) (43%)
In this process of transferring to rum casks

a well rounded whisky has been created with notes of
fruit and vanilla. Sweet and superb.

Benromach 10 Year Old (£4.10) (43%)
Well balanced with rich sherry influences, hints of fruit

and lingering smoke.

Cardhu 12 Year Old (£4.50) (40%)
A much loved single malt, Cardhu is an

easy going, charming Speysider. Very fragrant, with
vibrant fruit flavours, this is a delightfully

smooth and sweet whisky.

Craigellechie 13 Year Old (£5.60) (46%)
Citrus, herbal with slight dried fruit on the palate.

This is an incredible whisky for the price, with a richness
that resembles much older malts.

Craigellechie 17 Year Old (£9.95) (46%)
The distillery is known for its meaty character, and the 17 year

old is sweet and slightly smoky, with tropical fruit notes.

Glenfarclas 10 Year Old (£4.00) (40%)
A whisky of true character, and widely

acknowledged as a classic malt.

Glenfarclas 105 (£5.35) (60%)
A rich spiciness, combined with a hint of oak and sherried

fruit makes for a warm rounded malt with
lingering smokiness. Amazingly smooth

for the strength, this is a great whisky to introduce
you to the qualities of cask strength drams.

Glenfarclas 25 Year Old (£19.95) (43%)
The epitome of a long-aged sherried speyside,

smooth and silky texture with rich generous flavours
of fruitcake, hazelnut and a hint of dark chocolate.

The Glenlivit 18 Year Old (£7.95) (40%)  
A malt whisky of unmistakable honey-rich maturity
and depth. Glenlivet 18yo is the winner of two Gold

medals in the International Wine and Spirit
Competition (IWSC) and remains one of

the best-value expressions
of sherried Speyside.

The Glenrothes (£5.15) (43%)
A popular, full bodied malt with a peated aroma and

smooth aftertaste.

The Macallan Gold (£4.20) (40%)   
This Burnished Gold spirit is packed with

vanilla and citrus flavours.

Tamnavullin (£4.10) (40%)
Matured in American oak barrels and
finished in sherry casks. This has rich

warm aromas of apple,toffee and honey
 with sweet marzipan and subtle

marmalade notes.

 Ardbeg Uigeadail (£5.70) (54.2%)
Named ‘World Whisky of the year’ in 2009 by Jim Murray’s Whisky Bible.

This Whisky has deep smoky notes with luscious raisiny tones of old
ex-sherry casks. Complex and Intense this is one for the true connoisseur.

     Ardbeg 10 Year Old (£4.65) (46%)
A dominant peaty aroma with orangey undertones

and a sweetly balanced smokiness.

Bowmore 12 Year Old (£4.70) (40%)
A perfectly balanced Islay malt. Delicious subtle peat smoke

with hints of honey, lemon and vanilla.

Bowmore 15 Year Old darkest 43% £5.70
A buatifull balance of flavours: delicious darck chocolate,

sundried fruit and a telltale wisp of Islay smoke.

Bowmore 25 Year Old (£29.95) (43%)
This exquisite Bowmore has been matured for a quarter of a centaury in
North American bourbon and Spanish sherry casks. Intense sherry and

stewed fruits with a trace of peat smoke.

Bunnahabhain 12 Year Old (£4.40) (40%)
Less Characteristically peaty than other Islay malts, 

a mellow and aromatic drink.

Bunnahabhain 25 Year Old (43%) (£27.95)
Fruit compote doused in cream and caster sugar, this develops into

oasted malt, chestnuts and stewed raisins. With a nose of
hot candle wax and polished leather this has an incredibly

satisfying after burn that seems to last for days.

Coal Ila 12 Year Old (£5.20) (43%)
A medium weight malt but still packing plenty of potent phenols, this

is a refined, powerful dram with a compensating oiliness.
A balanced peaty beauty.

Lagavullin 16 Year Old (£5.65) (43%)
Powerful and demanding. With a dominant aroma and trace of sweetness.

Lagavullin Distillers Edition (£9.95) (43%)
This edition of Lagavullin (probably the most sought after in the range)

Combines the regular rich, peat smoke that the distillery
is known for with a finishing period in sweet Pedro Ximenzez

sherry cask for even more depth and flavour.

Laphroig 10 Year Old (£4.40) (40%)
A robust, classic Islay with a trace of seaweed in

its strongly peaty flavour.

Highland Park 12 Year Old (£4.20) (40%)
Has a floral fragrance with hints of heather and spice

Honeyed to the palate.

Jura 10 Year Old (£4.15) (40%)
Reminiscent of a Highland Malt, its light fragrant palate

is ideal as an aperitif.

Jura 16 Year Old (£5.75) (40%)
Oily and resinous with sweet tobacco, mixed nuts, clove, milk chocolate and violet.
Rich and round. Excellent Quality for the price. (The Doric recommends. This is a

great Whisky for the more experienced whisky drinker
who doesn’t shy away from a bit of punch)

Jura Prophecy (46%) (£9.35)
A very peated edition from Isle of Jura, Prophecy is made from a selection

of old and rare Jura whiskies. Very interesting indeed.Smoky and dry, a muscular,
powerful Jura with notes of nutmeg, cardamom and sea spray. (The Doric

recommends. This is a great Whisky for the more experienced
whisky drinker who doesn’t shy away from a bit of punch)
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Ledaig 10 Year Old (£5.35) (46.3% )

Maritime and smoky, this rivals some of the Islay
drams for power, and the 10 year old balances intensity

with rounded, well-aged spirit.

Skapa Skirin (£5.15) (40%)
A handsomely honeyed single malt. It is matured in
first fill American oak cask, which brings plenty of

vanilla and honey notes. It also has a rich
mouth feel which is reminiscent of dark chocolate.

A reinvented classic.

Talisker 10 Year Old (£4.40) (45.8%)
Alluringly sweet and full-bodied with a warming afterglow.

Whisky Menu

Auchentonshan American Oak (£4.25) (40%)
Matured exclusively in first fill bourbon casks, this is a vanilla rich and fruity whisky. A really smooth and interesting tipple.

Auchentoshan Three Wood (£4.95) (43%)
Maturation in three different casks gives this whisky a rich complexity with incredible toffee and sherry oak flavours.

Glenkinchie 12 Year Old  (£4.30) (43%)
This Edinburgh malt is the most robust of  the lowland Whiskys. Tastes of cereal and biscuit are heavily present. This malt starts of light but develops with an interesting punch on the end.

Amrut Fusion (Indian) (£6.30) (50%)
A real hit of fresh fruit and citrus-orange notes, with black pepper and cinnamon adding a zingy layer of spice. Rich and refreshing; absolutely delicious.

Nikka from the Barrel (£5.50)  (51.4%) 
Grainy sweetness and candied orange peel, quite rich, accompanied by rich cinnamon and clove.

Characterful stuff, this whisky has plenty of personality, and shows a delightful balance between the spicy pepperiness and rich citrus fruit.

Suntory Hibiki Harmony (£5.65) (43%)
The generous fruit continues on to the palate, with oranges and apricots in abundance. There’s a little peppery spice, but the soft,

succulent fruit takes hold. Nice balance, and nicely crafted.

Flavour Expressions (£11.00)
Three Whiskys chosen for their particular diversity.

Whether it is vanilla, sherry sweetness or peat these Whiskys all offer something quite unique.

• Auchentonshan American Oak (£4.25) (40%)   • Aberlour 10 Year Old (£4.00) (40%)   • Bunnahabhain 12 Year Old (£4.40) (40%)

Through the Ages (£12.50)
Three Whiskys all aged to different degrees to give you an appreciation of how much more a malt can develop even after just a few years.

• Glenfarclas 10 Year Old (£4.00) (40%)  • Glenkinchie 12 Year Old   (£4.30) (43%)  • Glengoyne 15 Year Old  (£5.40) (43%) 

Straight to the point. (£12.00)
Three Entry level Whiskys that are highly regarded but also incredibly smooth. Maybe a little too easy to drink.

• Jura 10 Year Old (£4.15) (40%)   • Dalmore 12 Year Old (£4.90) (40%)  • Tamnavullin (£4.10) (40%)


